


Perfect Timing is a new service to make a visit to a 
shop, office, leisure venue or event safe, simple & 
worry-free.

With Perfect Timing people can book a time slot in 
advance in just a few easy steps.



That means no delays outside, no queueing in front of 
your building and 100% certainty that you will be able 
to get in: every visit to a shop, office, leisure venue 
or event will be safe, simple & worry-free through 
Perfect Timing!



Perfect Timing combines what has been practiced on 
airports, in museums and leisure parks for years: 
priority, certainty and spreading of crowds.

A perfect solution in these times of COVID 19 and 
social distancing, which helps complying with the new 
rules and legislation in society.





How does it work?

Through the Perfect Timing-page on your 
website clients can easily choose a location, 
store or office in the neighbourhood and see 
directly what times are available. All from 
the comfort of their own home.



How does it work?

Subsequently, they can choose the day and 
their preferred time and see instantly how 
busy it will be at that moment.



How does it work?

After completing the booking they will 
directly receive a personal QR-code on their 
smartphone. With that code they will be able 
to enter your store, office, leisure venue or 
event on the selected time.

Perfect Timing comes with a scan-app that 
makes it possible for your employees to 
safely and quickly check if the ticket is valid 
and whether it has not been used before.



Your own look & feel 

The (mobile) website can be 
developed in your own look & feel 
(3 colors, 1 logo).



No app, no hurdles

No app, so no unnecessary 
hurdles; Perfect Timing works on 
any computer and on any 
smartphone.



New service, existing technology

Perfect Timing can be easily 
implemented through the Plug-
and-Play technology of its 
software. The software is based 
on the software that queueup has 
developed and has been using for 
years to enable the booking and 
yield management and safe entry 
management of millions of tickets 
for all kinds of businesses.



More insights
By scanning the QR-code at the moment of entering and 
leaving the store (optional) the application gives you 
insight in and the possibility to regulate:
• How many customers can visit per time slot and/or 

square meter
• Live tracking of how many customers are at the 

location/venue (real time)
• The expected number of customers in the current 

and future time slots

The Perfect Timing dashboard gives you insights in more 
information such as the number of visitors per day or 
time slot and much more.

Furthermore, Perfect Timing offers the possibility to be 
connected to your staff planning software.



Recap

With Perfect Timing clients can choose a store, office, 
leisure venue or event in the neighbourhood from home 
and immediately see what times are available.

With the unique QR-code clients will be granted access 
to your store on the selected time.

Simple & contactless (!) check with the scan-app.

Perfect Timing also offers interesting possibilities for 
promotions and cooperations with suppliers.



Contact

Website: www.perfecttiming.nu  

Email: perfecttiming@queueup.eu  

Phone: +316 416 05506




